
, LLC was founded by two native Floridians from citrus

growing families. In a time when the giant national juice brands have turned to

blending off-shore juices into their products, Indian River Select® remains one

of the few premium juice companies that can proudly say that it is still 100%

FLORIDA juice.

0096327 Orange Juice 100% Best Choice      4/1 gal 

100% Florida orange juice! This product is Kosher Parve, gluten free, freshly

squeezed, and lightly pasteurized for your safety.

0096341 Orange Juice High Pulp 100%    4/1 gal 

Kosher Parve with no sugar added, this 100% Florida juice is all natural with a

High Pulp Content. High Quality! Thick & Hearty! Gluten free and Kosher

Parve. Nothing says Quality like Premium Orange Juice from Florida!

10089745 Orange Juice with pulp 100% Pure 6/52 oz 

Indian River Select Original Premium Orange Juice is pure, natural, 100%

Florida juice. This juice contains no added sugar or water, only the same

naturally occurring sweetness found in whole, fresh fruit. Not from

concentrate. Pasteurized. Gluten free and Kosher Parve.

10089746 Orange Juice no pulp 100%          6/52 oz

Indian River orange juice is 100% pure Florida juice that contains no pulp.

They use peak season fruit that is carefully chosen from the various growing

regions throughout Florida, then gently squeeze, blend and carefully

pasteurize. This gives you a richer, sweeter taste and high quality juice. Gluten

free and Kosher Parve.

0096336 Orange Juice 100% 12/12 oz 

100% pure Florida Orange Juice, freshly squeezed. 12/12 oz single serve

bottles are great for schools, deli, hotels, retail and bar mixers, too! Gluten

free and Kosher Parve.

10089744 Grapefruit Juice Ruby Red 100%     6/52 oz 

Enjoy the sweet taste of Florida grown grapefruit in every bottle of our Indian

River Original Ruby Red Grapefruit Juice. Great for diets, grapefruit juice is:

Low in calories, packed with Vitamin C ,high in potassium and folate. Gluten
free and Kosher Parve.

Fresh Squeezed

100% Florida

Juices



 Ants closely resemble human manners: When

they wake, they stretch & appear to yawn in a
human manner before taking up the tasks of
the day.

 A literal translation of a standard traffic sign
in China: "Give large space to the festive dog
that makes sport in the roadway."

 Studies have shown that children laugh an
average of 300 times/day and adults 17
times/day, making the average child more
optimistic, curious, and creative than the
adult.

 Half the foods eaten throughout the world
today were developed by farmers in the
Andes Mountains (including potatoes, maize,
sweet potatoes, squash, all varieties of beans,
peanuts, manioc, papayas, strawberries,
mulberries and many others).

 Einstein couldn't speak fluently until after his
ninth birthday. His parents thought he was
mentally retarded.

For more information or samples, please contact your local 

Coast to Coast representative or call 561-635-3506. We look 

forward to speaking with you!

10097657 10097656 10078229 10078230

12/3 oz

Currently 

Stocked 

In Ocala and 

Punta Gorda 

ONLY

10099990 Tio Jorge  Yuca Cheese Sticks   10/2#

A unique new appetizer from Tio Jorge! Crispy fried yuca,

stuffed with melted mozzarella cheese. Fry from frozen at

350F for 2 1/2 to 3 minutes. Serve with a spicy aioli sauce.
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